SOFIA’S ART DREAM!!!!!!
By: Elise B.

A long, long time ago there was a girl named Sofia. She was terrible at drawing. She liked to draw
people but all she could draw was stick people. Every time she tried to draw a person it looked very
bad. Sofia drew stick legs and arms, dots for eyes and not very styled hair. Everyone at school made fun
of her when they saw her drawings of different people. They would say things like, “That doesn’t even
look like her!” or “That’s a stick man!”
Every day Sofia would go home and practice drawing. She would work in her sketch pad and imagine
people with difference faces, bodies and hair and try to draw them. She didn’t want to draw simple
stick figures. She wanted to become a famous artist. Then one day an artwork idea came to her mind: a
family drawing. She decided to draw her dad, mom, herself and her little brother. She asked her family
to sit still for a while so she could figure out how to draw them. They sat there for a long time while
Sofia drew, erased and drew. After she was done, she colored her artwork with bright colors. Her
family loved the family portrait that Sofia had created. Her mom wanted to frame it and put it on the
wall but Sofia asked if she could first take it to school. Her mom said, “Yes.”
Then the next day at school she told the kids that she was really good at drawing but still they did not
believe her so she pulled the drawing of her family out of her pocket. When her friends saw the family
portrait they did believe that she was a great artist and they all wanted Sofia to draw portraits of them.
As Sofia got older she kept drawing people and started selling her art because people loved how
beautifully she drew. She earned millions of dollars and a lot of cents. Even the kids who teased her in
school wanted to buy her art. Sofia’s dream was to become a great artist so she challenged herself and
with daily practice she reached her goal.
The End

